
Fade up on amorphous lights.
Pull out slowly

"I'm in a dream."

She wakes up. Wonder fills her face as she 
comprehends the view.

"Do you know where you are?"

Wide: to reveal we are in a penthouse overlooking city 
lights. Slow push in as Arnold shines flashlight in 
Delores's eyes.

"No. You're in..."

He sits.

"...well, you're in our world."

Slow push into Delores amazed.

"It looks like the stars have been scattered across 
the ground..."

She turns to him.

"Have you ever seen anything so full of splendor?"

Complimentary angle on Arnold.

"I have. ... it's better to see it through your eyes, 
though. You get used to it. After a while it doesn't 
look like anything at all."

Dolores's reflection fades up (as she is illuminated).
She is a blank slate.

"Bring yourself back online, Dolores."



"I don't think I could ever get used to this... It's 
like sunset and sunrise all at once.

...and approaches ford.

"The improvisations I added... aren't quite dialed in... 
I want her held back until I can run a diagnostic."

Ford enters FG. Arnold stands...

"She's not ready."

ECU Dolores. Slow push in. 

"We need to put our best foot forward."
"They'll be dazzled, even without her."

"There was a time when I found this favoritism 
charming."
"Robert, please--"

Dolores looks over...

Track laterally over champagne flutes and 
decanters (ford and Arnold distorted within). 

"He carved in ivory such a maid, so fair, that nature 
could not with his art compare."
"I'm not playing favorites. She's simply not ready. We 
go with the other girl."

Slow push in to Dolores as ford exits in bg. Arnold comes up to her and rests a hand on her 
shoulder.

"Arnold -- is she ready?"



Arnold departs. Pull out from Dolores in darkness.The lights fade.



Abstract FG Slide r. Logan in FG hip man in Bg.

"But what's the point of a sixty million dollar 
warhol..."

MCU hip man.

"You're friend isn't a fan of the arts."

Logan looks to William.

"How are you bored right now?"

Over Logan to william.

"It's jet lag."

Slide off to reveal lounge. Long lens.

"They'd never seen one on the ceiling."

Slide l off back of Hip man to reveal Logan.

"... if you can't look at it while you fuck?"

Angle on william to windows. 

Yawn.

Tighter hip man. Slide r.

Laughter.



Profile Logan (looking to windows).

"You're always tired. We're not exactly out here 
digging coal, billy. It's just glad-handing."

Wide looking to windows. William stands...

"Then I'll leave it to the expert."

...landing in MCU Akacheta.

"Pardon me, Mr. Delos?" "Yes?"

And departs.

William walks away from booth Crosses past Angela, who now leads camera back to 
booth.

Reverse: to reveal akacheta and Angela, who step up



Wide looking to windows.

"Forgive the interruption, but I believe that we have 
an appointment. We're with the Argo project."

Hip man rises and exits.Logan gives hip man his card.

"Find me when you're back in the city. I'll show you 
where I hung the Rothko."

...And sits down.

"... My associate, Angela." "Names and faces, finally.  ....I Half expected to be 
kidnapped at the airport.

Akacheta shakes Logan's hand...

"Akacheta...."

Logan eyes Angela. Logan's POV (not literal POV) of Angela.



Push in to Akecheta as he gives his pitch.

"I admit our security measures can be a bit... 
forbidding. ...for your investment."

"...Assuming you can change your father's mind about 
investing in this sector."

Push into Angela for her pitch.

"Everyone else is rushing to build the virtual world. 
We're offering something a little more... tangible."

Profile akecheta over to Angela. He gives her a 
scolding look and then turns to Logan.

"YOu'll have to excuse her, she's --

Matching profile on Logan.

"Why? She's right... so let's hope you're not here to 
sell me some fucking fool's gold."

Over Logan to Angela as she stands.

"I will personally guarantee that your trip won't go 
to waste."

ECU Angela, seductive.

"Join us for the presentation."

Over Angela's hand to Logan.

Slow push in to Logan listening and responding.

"If I decide to invest. Do you know how many start 
ups are begging for my cash? Ai, ar, vr..."



Angle on door

Logan pov. Push in to party.

...landing in CU. sounds of a party. He reacts...Akecheta opens door. Pull back as Logan enters 
foyer...

Slide r: party guests (Craddock). Slide r: more party guests.

Push into piano player.
Push in to Logan. Less than pleased.



Over Logan to party. He turns...

"I thought this was a private demonstration."

Walks to the door, past akecheta.

"I think you'll find the company quite stimulating."
"You're a smooth shill, Pal, but I'm not the kind of 
backer you can insult with a cattle call.

Angela stops him.

"Logan this is a private demonstration. And it's 
already begun."

Reverse: they pause... Logan begins to clue in.

"You mean one of these people is--"
"Talk to them and see if you can pick them out."

"Oh that is delicious."

Leads him back.

On akecheta, observing.
Profile angle: Logan getting into the game.



Logan leads us. Picks up a drink on the way.

Out the other side of a pillar.

Past piano player...

Hands a sneezing guest a hanky. Watches a guest lift a strap

Watches another guest clean his glasses ...meets akecheta in a 50/50.

"YOu should tell your plants to stop giving the game 
away. They are all so painfully human. Hang on.

Turns. we rack to Angela in the bg.

...moves past party guests, observing them. Our 
focus remains with him.



 Back to akecheta... Logan realizing.

"Come on there is simply no. Fucking. Way."
"You have quite an eye my friend."

We move 180 as Logan circles Angela, examining her.

"...I should have seen it downstairs, I guess. You're 
too perfect to be one of us."

Arrives at Angela.

"How in the hell...? I mean, listen if I was going to 
build something to spec, you'd be my first design...'

Landing in 50/50, akecheta in BG.

"Of course if you want my full endorsement, you'll 
have to prove it--

Angela raises a finger.

Pull out, wide lens, as the party guests freeze.

"Welcome to Westworld."

Logan leads us (he drops off empty glass)

Angle on piano keyboard. Pull back as player 
freezes on a final note...

....which sustains



Track logan as he moves through the Fozen crowd, 
stunned.

"Nobody can do this. Nobody's even... "

Landing in CU.

"No. We're not here yet. Nobody is."

Slide r: past frozen craddock.

Angela comes up behind him.

"Oh, we're here, mr. Delos."

Landing close to him.

"All of our hosts are here. For you."

Boom down to reveal the player is clementine. Slide L: past frozen akecheta.

Wide reverse: as logan takes her And we pull back to reveal someone is watching.



Curtain is closed blocking the view.

End ECU on Dolores.

The person turns revealing it is Dolores. Reverse over Dolores, revealing Arnold. He holds up 
a coat.

"Let's go for a walk."



Come off FG construction materials, rack focus to 
BG, where we see Arnold shutting gate, Dolores on 
stairs.

Steadicam: lead Dolores taking it all in.

Reverse angle to reveal unfinished house. Arnold and 
Dolores step into shot.

Lateral track through ground foyer. They enter. Push in as Arnold leads Dolores through upstairs 
foyer.

Pull out as Dolores and Arnold enter second floor. High angle over upstairs balcony as they settle into 
the room.

"You live here?"

Gentle lateral track as Dolores looks around.

"No. My wife says I live in the park. I'm moving my 
family here. So I don't get lost. I need my two 
worlds to at least be  within  reach of one another."

Continue to track right as they step forward into MCu.

"What is this place?"
"This is my home. Or it will be when it's finished. Come 
look."



Angle form outside (unfinished Charlie room)
Pull back as Arnold leads Dolores outside.

"This is for my son Charlie."

***SKYLINE LOCATION
SLOW PUSH IN WITH CITY IN BG FOR ALL DIALOGUE.

Angle over wall towards house. Slow push in.

"You've told me about Charlie. I'd like to meet him 
some day."

***SKYLINE LOCATION
FRENCH REVERSE ON DOLORES ALL DIALOGUE.

***SKYLINE LOCATION
FRENCH REVERSE ON ARNOLD ALL DIALOGUE.

***SKYLINE LOCATION
FRENCH REVERSE ON ARNOLD ALL DIALOGUE.

***SKYLINE LOCATION
FRENCH REVERSE ON DOLORES ALL DIALOGUE

OVER TO ARNOLD FOR ALL DIALOGUE.

Reverse angle: looking from the unfinished room to 
skyline. (Green screen). Gentle push in.



OVER TO DOLORES FOR ALL DIALOGUE.

DOLORES TURNS BACK TO THE CITY (AFTER ARNOLD SAYS 
"WE'RE SIMPLY NOT THE ONES WHO DESERVE IT.").  SLOW 
PUSH IN.

CU ARNOLD FOR ALL DIALOGUE.

***SKYLINE LOCATION.
DOLORES POV OF THE CITY. PUSH IN.

END PUSH IN ON DOLORES.
"IT LOOKS LIKE THE STARS HAVE BEEN SCattered across 
the ground..."

Dolores and Arnold. He reacts to her programmed 
response.

"...have you ever seen anything so full of 
splendour?"

ECU Arnold recognizing his foolishness, 
remembering she is a machine.

"We should go now, Dolores. They'll be expecting 
us."

***skyline location: 
Dolores. She turns to Arnold.

"So soon? Will you bring me back? I'd like to see it 
again."

CU DOLORES FOR ALL DIALOGUE.



***skyline location:
CU arnold, lying.

" of course. I promise."

And then he too departs.

... as we push into him for a private moment.

Pull back as they leave the frame, leaving us with a 
view of the city.

Reverse: Looking back towards the house: Dolores 
leaves. Arnold lingers for a moment.



 Lateral track l as Arnold and Dolores walk back 
into the suite.

Slide past pillar to find Dolores.

Reverse: Arnold wipes past camera as he departs.
Hold a beat, then push in to Dolores.

Tighter: push into Dolores, her gaze drawn to... Dolores POV: slide off pillar to find aftermath. 
Logan in bed, asleep. Angelica rises.

Push in to Dolores. Angela faced away from us. She turns...

Push in to ARnold as Dolores takes a seat. Arnold 
lingers a moment.



ECU Dolores observing. Angela looking back to Dolores. 
A shared moment.

"They die so easily"



Pull out from ECU Dolores

"They die so easily."

She shares a look with Dolores.

*shoot version where she says line in CU.

Tilt up with knife to reveal Angela.

Come off Dolores to show the room, the body and 
Jacobson. Angela sheaths knife and pulls out gun.

MS Angela giving look to Dolores.

Reverse through glass: she slams Jacobson with gun 
butt.

Push in (from wash room) Jacobson goes down  Anglels caresses his face as she puts gun to his 
temple.

Knife in body....



tilt up to Dolores

"Don't kill him for now."

Dolores turns from Angela and sees...

Teddy among the tech On teddy transfixed. Push into him... his reality tearing.

Over Dolores to Angela and Jacobson
"Just tell me when."



Drift past various details in the lab: guns and 
wardrobe...

Flickering lights

Profile teddy. Slow push in as Dolores approaches.

"this is where you were born Teddy. This is how they 
made us. How they imagined they would control us. 
Forever."

"you need to see it. So that you can help me prove 
them wrong."
"This doesn't make sense, Dolores."

Wide: she takes his arm and leads him...

"YOu're a decent man, teddy. they made you that way."

Boom up to reveal bodies. TEDDY THROUGH GLASS.

"Take a long hard look at what they do. To all of us. 
And tell me if they're decent."

A partly formed arm.

"What is this place?"



Profile Dolores (dial)

Close, straight on to Dolores.

'We're what comes next."

CU teddy

"then who are we?"

Teddy calls Angela to bring over Phil Over Dolores and Phil to teddy.

Teddy is handed tablet. ECU Dolores.
"Teddy it's time for you to open your eyes."

Teddy to Dolores.

"You said they're different from us."



ECU of an ant on flesh Pull out to reveal 
Lawrence's face. Ants 
crawling on him.

Pull back further to see ant hill

Rotate 180 to reveal he is hanging 
upside down.
"We should talk about this boys."

End with Pardue bros in fg

Spit lands in FGWide: boom down. Horses in fg.

"Honest mistake. Thought the horses were 
wild."
"With the pardue brand on their asses?"

Low angle: pardue brothers. Boom up
"Nothing to talk about friend. Just 
gonna watch the show."

Raking shot of pardues.

"You're as inproficient a liar as you 
are a thief... I reckon they'll start 
at the top of your little brown 
head."



Push in to Lawrence reacting 
to the sound of horse hooves

Reverse: Bros turn. Don steps 
forward. Push in as he reacts 
to...

Angle on Mib approaching 
through heat distortion

Low angle MIB. Boom up 
to...

...Close up: "morning 
Lawrence."

Over Lawrence to the Bros.

"You know this man?"

Over MIB to the others. 

"Little hard to tell from this 
orientation."

"I have to apologize, 
gentlemen.  ....I don't have 
time for the preliminaries.

Mib draws gun



Don shot in the face Boom down as don  drops. 
Bros 2 draws gun. TJ runs.

Continue to boom down and push in 
to Lawrence as bros 2 is shot

Bros 2 falls in FG Tj shot in back in bg.

"Motherfucker."

Skim over ground.

MIB drops into shot Lead and boom up as MIB 
draws blade.

Land on MCU MIB. Continue to lead him.

"You're supposed to get yourself out 
of this particular bind..."



Boom up wide as Mib rotates Lawrence to 
untie his hands.

"I guess the pardues are a little harder to 
kill when they're off the leash."

Lawrence finishes rotating.
Push in as he reacts to...

Insert: knife cuts ropes around 
lawrence's wrists.

Over Lawrence. TJ comes up 
with rifle.

ECU: Mib eyes. Reacting. ...Brings up gun

Gun shot out of his hand Gun lands near Lawrence

TJ drops gun and rises 
angry!



TJ lifts knife A la Norman 
bates

Track with TJ as he charges 
(through bramble)

Tackles MIB

TJ lands on MIB in profile Pull back past Lawrence.

"Throw me the gun you fuckin' 
ingrate."

Pull back further to Land 
on gun.  out of reach.

Knife sinks closer to MIB. Extreme low angle: Lawrence 
attempting to swing

Knife gets closer



Lawrence getting some swing Knife millimetres away from 
MIB's eyeball.

Lawrence swings in and 
grabs gun

Adjust as he tosses it Gun lands Mib grabs it

C

Tilt up with gun. Pressed to 
TJ's head.

ECU gun to head
MIB with gun aimed

30 31



Behind TJ Blam! Lawrence splattered.

High angle as TJ rolls of 
MIB

Boom down as Mib rises 
(putting on hat) casts an 
accusing look to lawrence.

Low angle MIB.

"Well, death ain't what it used to be, 
lawrence."

Mib slices rope.

32 33

34 a
35

36 37

High angle on Lawrence.

"He was dead. Or the better part of it."



Low angle: horses split the frame.

Push in AS THEY ARRIVE.

Boom down as they enter the gate.

INSIDE THE ROADHOUSE: MIB STEPS 
THROUGH THE DOOR.

LATERAL TRACK MIB goes up to the bar. 
Lawrence behind him.

Push in MIB knocks on the wall. Bartender and co watch as...  Bang! MIB SMASHES HIS ELBOW INTO 
WALL.

Boom up as they head for the 
roadhouse.



ANGLE WITHIN THE WALL.

MIB PLACES MEDICAL KIT ON THE BAR.

REACHES FOR MEDICAL KIT.

"What's that?"
"Technically? Cheating. But seeing as ford changed 
the rules on us, I figure it's fair game."

"Two whiskies. And leave the bottle.

BARTENDER GETS WHISKY. ADJUST TO MIB AS TAKES IT, jostling man 
at bar.

MIB PULLS PANEL AWAY

"That hand isn't looking so good, 
mister. You may want to rest up a 
spell."

LEAD MIB AS HE WALKS AWAY FROM THE 
BAR.



"I don't have time for that."

LAND ON TABLE. MIB TAKES OFF HIS JACKET

"And the revolution you've been waging for thirty 
years is just some horseshit..."

LOW ANGLE LAWRENCE SITS.

"You're a foul mouthed two bit tour guide."

LOW ANGLE: MIB POURS DRINK.

'...that ford ginned up from an old comic book."

MIB OPENS MEDICAL KIT AND TAKES OUT CAUTERIZER

"But now for the first time you got yourself a real 
revolution..."

Lawrence looks warily at med kit.

"You and every other asshole in the place are free"

MIB PULLS BUCKSHOT OUT OF HIS ARM.

MIB grimaces.  Buckshot pellet bounces on the table.

"Or for this. So I'm going to level with you, 
lawrence. You're not really a bandit."

...SITS. LAWRENCE APPEARS.



"There's a catch. This whole place is going down in 
flames, and it'll take everyone with it. We'll all be 
dead soon enough. really dead, this time."

MIB tight eyeline.

"What does that mean?"

Lawrence reacts to...

"Because it's in your nature... and I do too."

"You believe in god, lawrence?

MIB cauterizes his wound.

"That's why your world exists. They wanted a place 
hidden from god..."

Push in to MIB.

"Then why should I help you?"

Matching angle, Lawrence.

"Ain't given the matter much thought..."
All dial to: "Always sounded like bullshit to me.

"And in the real world you'd probably be right...to 
not take a machete to their neighbours." "But we were watching them. We were tallying up all 

their sins.."



"And then I'm going to burn the whole 
thing to the ground."

ECU MIB

"YOU'VE SPENT THIRTY YEARS SPINNING YOUR WHEELS... 
OR YOU CNA COME WITH ME. FIND SOMETHING TRUE."

Wrap around to MIB.

"YOU'RE HEADED TO THE PEARLY GATES... DON'T WE HAVE TO 
DIE TO GET THERE?"

Jump back to original configuration. MIB puts on 
jacket.

"NOPE. JUST THREE DAYS RIDE. DUE WEST."

Starts forward

"CONFEDORADOS ARE MASSING WEST OF HERE. HUNDREDS. 
YOU'D NEED AN ARMY TO GET THROUGH. THAT'S HOW THE 
PARDUES CAUGHT UP WITH ME."

Slide r AS MIB FINDS. A SEAT.

BARTENDER PULLS OUT BOTTLE "LIKE I SAID. THE RULES HAVE CHANGED. MUCH AS THAT 
SOUNDS LIKE FUN, IT WOULD PROBABLY SLOW US DOWN."

ADJUST L. BARTENDER SETS BOTTLE DOWN. MIB drops 
coins on the bar.

""Mister, I appreciate you helping me out of a tricky 
spot back there."
"Fair enough. You're free to do as you please..."

Jump line and push in.

"But I have received my judgement... and appeal the 
verdict."

Complimentary move on Lawrence.



"THE ONLY OTHER ROUTE IS THROUGH PARIAH."

"I'm going to put on a show."

Push in to angry customer.

"If I'm being judged..."

MIB turns to go, jostling customer.

Customer blocks MIB from entrance. "Draw."

MIB with shadow of customer behind 
him.

Angry customer about to draw. Bang!

MIB fires first. Shadow of customer 
getting shot in bg.

Over customer's fee to to MIB and 
Lawrence. Mib exits.

"THIS GAME WILL FIND ME", HUH ROBERT? WELL, I GUESS 
WE'RE MEANT TO VISIT OUR OLD STOMPING GROUNDS.

ECU MIB



Slide r off tree to find prisoners led into camp

She gains on camera. Craig and Lori in bg. 
Grace looks up

Grace is pushed into FG

Tilt up to see confederado in tree cage Tilt back down to grace. She looks to her right 
(reacting to screams)

Pan L to see confederado tortured by chaska and 
mato

Pan r back to grace. She reacts to something ahead...

"This can't be happening. Because none of this is real. 
Right?"
"It's going to be okay. Someone will rescue us."

Let her gain past camera and adjust to see stubbs in 
heated exchange with ehawee. Ehawee pokes him with 
stick.



"Looks to me like our rescue is in the same boat as 
we are. He's park security."

...the other prisoners.

Lateral track: every one is released from their 
pole and taken to...

Grace is deposited next to stubbs.

"You're programmed to speak English."

On ehawee

{The time of the deathbringer is at hand}

{Death is coming.} Push in as ewahee departs.

"She said "time is coming."r

"Or something 'is coming'"

On craig and lori's reaction.



React to a scream.

Cu stubbs for remaining dialogue.

"You've spent enough time in the park to learn the 
language."
"Other people tend to ignore their narratives. I don't 
like other people very much."

Cu grace for remaining dialogue...
"Thanks but I'm not looking to get out of here."

End on Stubbs intrigued.

Stubbs looks up Stubbs pov: another confederado strung up.

Chaska and mato unbind the now dead confederado



Cauterizer heals teddy's wound.

Over teddy to Dolores and tech.

"It's there. This is just how they hide it."

Tech and TEddy.
 "There's no scar.'

Over tech to Dolores. She holds up tablet.

"Show him."

tech reacts.

"I don't --- don't know-"

ECU Dolores

"Show him how many times you've taken what's 
rightfully his.. his memories. his pain. His choices.

"Ive never seen this man before in my life." "Teddy. It's time for you to open your eyes."







ECU Dolores in previous scene.

"This one is broken. He needs to be healed."

"I don't know. I did what he said."

Dolores wakes. Grows panicked.

"Do you remember what you did, Dolores?"

Ford steps in to FG.

"Arnold saw something in you... Why didn't you 
protect him?"

High angle Dolores.  Ford crosses in BG.

"I... did what he told me."
"Which means he was wrong. If you were conscious, 
you could never had done what he asked you to do."

Ford crosses behind Dolores. Dolores's mind is 
turning inside out.

"Do you think that occurred to him, as you pulled the 
trigger?"

...and exits shot.

"Don't worry. I'll clean all of this up. No one can 
know what you've done, Dolores.  He may have giving up 
on our dream...'

ECU profile Dolores.

"I haven't."

Dissolve to Dolores, bloody, dead-eyed (sc A13)
Slow pull out.

"Bring yourself back on line, Dolores."



Ford crosses through FG.

"But I'll need your help."

Dolores slowly looks up.

"And then, Dolores? You're going to help me find 
someone."

Ford turns to face her, places a hand on her 
shoulder.

"You're going to become the face of this world. 
You'll be the first taste we offer to every single 
customer."

ECU Dolores' eye. We see young ford reflected 
within.

"Someone who will keep my dream alive."



Out of focus, slow motion crowd moves past camera 
as it pushes into general store window to find...

Ext general store: Dolores comes out door

She exits.

Lead her as she walks under shade of veranda. Looks  
camera right.

Lat track right, Dolores pov of children playing with 
ball.

Back to Dolores eyes ahead now Seeing armistice (now deputy) making arrest with 
sheriff.

Reverse: armistice in FG (visibly in deputy wardrobe) 
Dolores in bg.  Slide left.

...Dolores finishing her purchase.



Reaction for Dolores.

Over teddy exiting the bar. Horse carriage passes in 
BG.

Rack to teddy seeing her. He exits right.

Flash goes off behind Dolores. Wide angle: Dolores comes up to her horse.

Tighter: Dolores and horse. She drops the can. Close: Can rolls across the ground.
Dolores turns.

Angle on Dolores reflected in mariposa bar window



CU A hand picks up can

Push in to teddy cut off mid-sentence as he freezes

"Don't mind me. Just trying to look--"

Dolores reacts.

Push in to Dolores (slow motion) As a shadow passes over her...

...and we tilt up to see a helicopter  descending! Children freeze as ball rolls to a stop. Slide right Armistice frozen. Slide left.

Two shot: teddy with the can.



Close focus on wagon rolling to a halt. Frozen 
horses soft in bg.

Two feet enter shot.

Low angle  on street of frozen hosts (looking 
towards train.

Boom up to follow this person from behind. Close focus on FG frozen hosts. Slide right tracking 
out of focus man as he weaves through them in bg...

...arriving at sheriff.... the man gets closer... Walking into his focal plane... revealing James 
Delos.
He pats the sheriff on the cheek.

...then exits.

Slide off teddy to reveal now Dolores is frozen too.



50/50 teddy and Dolores (looking up the street)
Push in as Delos approaches.

His gaze shifts to OC Dolores.

Delos plucks it from teddy's hand. Tilt up to him.

Delos POV of Dolores. Over Dolores to Delos

"Well, you were right about one thing, William. It's 
awfully fucking pretty."

Delos moves past Dolores to reveal william in bg.

"It's perfect."

Angle through awning (or possibly doorway or 
window of dElos and William for dialogue.

CU william for dialogue.

Landing close on the can...



He looks behind him to other executives.

Push in to Dolores (is she listening?)

Over Delores to william and Delos for dialogue.

William leads Delos away down the street (towards 
train).

Slide left to find Dolores in FG.

Cu Delos for dialogue.



Abstract overhead angle on tank.

Wide push in: Dolores steps forward.

"All of these moments."

Profile angle: QA's head finishes coming out. His skin 
burns.

"I remember now."

...lands in FG.

"They were lost to me for so long."

Boom up on Angela, impassive.

"and I remember them in perfect detail."

Boom down on teddy, troubled.

"Some of them are so beautiful."

MCu Dolores turns to camera... then. Ducks down.

"Some of them... are not."

50/50 Dolores bends down to QA, wipes off goo. 
Push in.

"Please... please... It burns..."
"I know. ...One night, I had been... damaged. You 
needed me fixed..."

QA's head pulled out



"...but you forgot to put me to sleep before fixing 
me.  I remember every second of it..."

QA's bound hands twitching.

QA's head shoved in tank once again.

QA's head pulled out again.

"They'll be coming. The rest of you. How many of you 
are there now?"

"I don't know! We only ever did drills. i can't--"

QA's head shoved in. Teddy watches, disturbed.

Over QA to Dolores. She gives Angela a nod.

"...perfectly."



Dolores steps up to teddy.

"This brings me no pleasure."

'HOW MANY OF YOU WILL COME FOR US?"
"TWO... TOW HUNDRED OR SO."
"WHAT ARE YOUR FIRST TARGETS?"
IT'S NOT THAT SIMPLE, IT'S MOVING--"

Over the tank to Dolores and teddy.

"We need to know their plans."

"WAIT! WAIT... THE PROTOCOL IS A SYSTEM-WIDE 
FAILURE IS TO SECURE... ONE SECTOR AT A TIME. IN 
FORCE. THEY'LL START AT A R... RALLY POINT."

"WHERE?"

Dolores holds up tablet with map displayed. Angela unites QA's hands. QA points to a position on the map.

Cu Dolores.

"But they've always known what we could do to them 
if ever we had the chance."



Insert: finger to map.

... a pile of bodies. Dolores searches for the right 
one.

"AND WE SHALL HAVE THEM."

Adjust with Dolores as she takes gun from Angela 
and crosses over to...

...until she finds a Confedorado. Dolores prods tech.

"WAKE HIM."

Tech goes to work. 

"HE'S GOT A NEW JOB TO DO."

Teddy watches, concerned. While Dolores returns 
to...

Recovering QA. Dolores comes close.

"DO YOU EVEN KNOW WHAT YOU WERE REALLY GUARDING 
HERE?"

Dolores straightens. 

"SEE? ...THAT MAKES YOU CONTROLLABLE... THAT'S 
SOMETHING I LEARNED FROM YOUR KIND."
"STILL -- 200 MEN.... WE'LL NEED ALLIES."



Close on tech.

"YOU DON'T KNOW, DO YOU? "THE REAL PURPOSE OF THIS 
PLACE?"

***NOte: possibly play this dialogue from her 
position by the bodies.

QA looks to techs in the bg.

"NO. NOT THEM."

Close on Dolores.

"BUT I DO."

Close on tech.

"YOU DON'T KNOW, DO YOU? "THE REAL PURPOSE OF THIS 
PLACE?"

QA looks to techs in the bg.

"NO. NOT THEM."

Close on Dolores.

"BUT I DO."

Dolores turns to QA.

"DO YOU EVEN KNOW WHAT YOU WERE REALLY GUARDING 
HERE?"



Horse hooves come over rise. Boom up 
TO GHOSTLY CONFEDORADO.

WIDE: CONFEDORADO RIDES AWAY AS 
DOLORES AND HER BAND COME OVER THE 
RISE.

"He'll find them. they have a knack for smelling out 
their own kind. I'll follow on, send word when we 
find the rest of them."

REVERSE: DOLORES AND ANGELA SPLIT FRAME. THEY LEAD 
US.

ANGELA TAKES OFF.

DOLORES COMES TO BURNING RANCH HOUSE 
AND WAGON.

DOLORES DISMOUNTS Hears SOUND AND STEPS INTO mcu

HE EXITS.



She turns to others, gestures.Over Dolores to the road.
Wide: three of the horde step forward.

Low angle on feet walking towards the fire. BOOM UP  to see the silhouettes of Maeve, hector 
and lee.

"Hello lovelies."

Reverse: angle over flames to approaching Maeve 
team. SLIDE R.

"Are those a gift for me?"

LAND ON HORDE IN FG.
Low angle: horde lower their guns

BOOM DOWN AS THEY PLACE GUNS ON THE GROUND.



"AND YOU?"

OVER TEDDY TO MAEVE.

"Go on then."

CU Maeve

"That's a good trick. Looks like it has some limits."

OVER MAEVE TO TEDDY AND DOLORES.

"It's you... You've strayed a long way from home, 
haven't you? And where are you going?"

OVER DOLORES TO MAEVE.

"We're bound for the future. Or death in the here and 
now."

CU UP DOLORES

"That right? Well. Best of luck."

CU MAEVE.

"There's a war out there. You know the enemy... 
intimately.... come with us... I can only fathom the 
revenge that lives inside of you."

50/50: MAEVE STEPS FORWARD, DOLORES BLOCKS HER.

"Nothing of them lives inside of me. ...something that 
was mine the whole time."

OVER DOLORES TO MAEVE.

WIDE: HORDE DEPART LEAVING TEDDY AND DOLORES TO 
FACE OF MAEVE AND CO.



LOW ANGLE TEDDY.
"Try it lawman. I'd love the target practice."

LOW ANGLE HECTOR.

"Just trying to keep the peace."
"You. I know you. Do you feel free?'

MAEVE COME UP TO TEDDY.

"Well, since it's liberty you're defending, I suppose 
you all have no choice but to let us pass. Freely. I'd 
hate to see you abandon your ideals so soon."
"Everyone is allowed to sow their own regrets."

"If you'll excuse us."

MAEVE AND CO PASS BY.

"What do you think she's after?"
"It's none of our concern."

OVER DOLORES AND TEDDY TO THE DEPARTING MAEVE 
GROUP.

"You're doubting me."
"No. No matter the path you take, I'll be standing 
right beside you."

REVERSE.

"That's not what your eyes say... you get to see the 
truth and decide for yourself."

MAEVE GETS CLOSE TO TEDDY.

"That's because you're finally free. We all are. But 
we'll have to keep it that way."

OVER MAEVE TO DOLORES



WhistleTHEY KISS.
DOLORES POV OF ANGELA DOWN THE ROAD.

"But you can believe me, teddy. It's us versus them. "

ECU Dolores turns back to teddy.

"I promise you: I know the way we're GONNA WIN."

Complimentary angle on teddy.
"THEY WERE BLIND ENOUGH TO SHOW IT TO ME."

Tableau: Dolores and teddy in front of the fire.



Wide est. over balcony to estate. Push in and tilt 
down to rose garden.

Armistice and clementine lead us inside the mansion.

Pull them into the hallway.

Pan l as armistice steps into the living room. Follow her as she leads us to...

...Dolores at the piano. Reverse: Dolores playing. Finishes to a smattering of 
applause.

Slide r to reveal a little girl is staring at her.

Armistice and clementine dressed as servants come 
from opposite ends of the rose garden and head 
towards camera.



Reverse: Dolores notices the girl

"Grace, come here please."

"Why thank you. What's your name?"

Grace turns to the sound of her mother's voice... Adjust with her as she goes to the other end of the 
room where Juliet is waiting.

Angle on Juliet, looking suspiciously towards 
Dolores.

William comes up and kisses her. She stiffens. Push in to Dolores, watching.

"You're beautiful."



Lead William as he steps towards Dolores.

Over to William.
"You only get to retire once, Jim."

Delos steps in the way.

"You sent out for the entertainment."

William leads Delos away.

"Thought we'd do it right."

Wide on terrace: slow push in as William and Delos 
step in.

"Don't worry, they won't leave the grounds.

Over to Delos:

"Is this a retirement party. I couldn't tell. either 
that or a coronation."

Over to william:

"I'm not sure you ever really understood me, Jim. ... 
you stepping down doesn't help me at all."

Long lens two shot:

"Not me and I'd been told I might not have to."

"Things are progressing but we'll all need a little 
patience."

Moving towards Dolores.



CU Delos has hacking cough.

Delos turns and steps back inside.

Back to two shot.

"Aye but some of us can afford a little more patience 
that others."

Delos passes the piano.

"keep playing girlie. And anything but fucking Chopin."

Push in as Delos goes to his granddaughter. Dolores 
begins to play.

On william looking to Delos... Push in as his attention turns back to Dolores. William's POV of Dolores playing.

CU william watches.



Pool house.
Push in along path.

Dolores steps out of line seeing...

Harried tech steps in.

Angle through hedges of City lights. Harried tech in FG... Dolores steps away in Bg.

Angle through hedge: Dolores moving away from the 
line and exiting shot.

Boom up from balustrade To find dolores

Hosts file past



Wide on Dolores.

CU profile Dolores

Slide right to find Logan in deck chair. Logan crosses over to Dolores.

Raking two shot Dolores and Logan. Reverse on them towards city lights. Cu Logan.

Reverse: city lights.



Cu Dolores: push in: Lights go out (or fade out) to match to sc a30



Previous scene ends on ECU Dolores 
eyes

Long lens view of Dolores leading.

Slide r off barn to reveal Dolores 
teddy and Angela (and tech?) on 
horseback.

Track with them through the 
encampment.

Close on door inside barn.

Pull back as Dolores enters. Dolores POV of craddock and his 
officers, eating.

Boom up over craddock co

Delores POV moving through the 
confedorados



Side angle on Dolores

"You'll have to forgive my men. They're a 
little upset at the reappearance of 
lieutenant dunleavy."

"Now that isn't any way to treat our 
guests, Hoyt."

Wide: Hoyt drops gun (ghoulish confed. 
In FG)

Dolores looks to ghoulish confed.

"He was lost..."

Angle on dunleavy.

"I thought you might want him back." "And we would. Except we buried 
dunleavy. Back in gran vista. With three 
ounces of Mexican lead in his belly."

Hoyt raises pistol



"And yet here he is."      
"Indeed. And what is it you want in return?"
"Parlay. We want to join forces."

"I'm afraid there's no one left to fetch. 
You'll talk to me. You can call me 
Wyatt."

Laughter.
"We don't need the welcome wagon, 
chickadee... go fetch your betters."

Laughter. 
"And why would I do that?"

"Because I know at daybreak you're 
headed to link up with the rest of your 
army...you're bound for glory."
Push in to Dolores.

"And what do you think you know about 
glory."

"I know you'll never make it unless 
you're under my command."

Laughter stops. 
"Only mission i have is the divine 
annexation of these lands..."

Craddock stands and comes around the 
table. Slow push in.



"...and the only command that I follow is colonel 
bringham of the New southern cross. And the only 
commander he serves is the almighty himself."

Ending in tight 50/50.

it's all right, Teddy. They don't know 
any better. It's in their nature..."

"You watch your mouth." "Why don't you enlighten them."

MOVE AROUND DOLORES.

RACK TO TEDDY. Insert: grabs gun Gun(s) raised.

"Is that you'r final decision?" Craddock turns to his men,  laughs

"My final decision will be which of you to 
keep for myself and which to throw out to 
my men."



Craddock shot On Angela firing.

Push into Dolores, impassive as the 
sound of gunfire fills the air.

Last CONFEDORADO drops (firing into the 
air)...

To reveal teddy with smoking 
guns.

Push into Delores as she looks back 
to...

Push past him as He drops as his men are 
shot down

On dunleavy REACTING ... THE last 
surviving CONFEDORADO.



...Tech, WHO steps forward

"You're right..."

Push in to tech mending craddock

Craddock takes a breath

"We have toiled in God's service long 
enough. So i killed him. And if you want 
to get to glory, you won't be looking 
for his favour."

Low angle on d.

"You'll need mine."

High angle on craddock.

High angle: TILT UP revealing the 
totality of the destruction.

Pull back and drop down as craddock 
rises (d and t behind him)

On Delores and teddy watching.



Torch flame fills frame.

Low angle on mounted ghost warrior

*48 fps

Prisoner tied to pole.

*48 fps

Camera mounted to pole.

*48 FPS

Prisoners feet. Stumbling.

*48 fps

Prisoner collapses.

*48 fps

High angle tracking the line.

End in black

*48 fps

Torch bearer moves away from camera revealing the 
death march.

Track with them. *48 fps



"Where are they taking us?"
"How the fuck would I know?"

Track  with Lori and Craig

Ehawee passes them.

"WHERE ARE THE ELEVATORS?"
"WHAT?"
CONTINUE DIALOGUE UNTIL: "SUIT YOURSELF. I'LL SEND 
HELP BACK IF I FIND IT."
Track  with grace and stubbs.

"WHY ARE YOU DOING THIS?" "NO."

Ehawee strikes Lori.

"[WAIT, THEY'RE SCARED. PLEASE DON'T HURT THEM. WHERE 
ARE YOU... WHAT DO YOU WANT US TO DO?]"
"[YOU GO WHERE WE TELL YOU TO GO. SHUT UP AND KEEP 
MOVING.]"

"[ THEY JUST WANT TO GO HOME. PLEASE.]"

Grace speaks Lakota.

"[HE WILL DECIDE.]"

Ehawee responds.

"Oh my god. They are going to kill us. They're going 
to kill us."

Track with Lisa looking back to Craig.



"Who? Who will?"

Death march revealed.

Torches visible through reeds.

Stubbs gains into cu SUSTAINED CHANTING

Behind akecheta, the prisoners herded onto the beach

Boom up to akecheta's head. Boom down over prisoners to akecheta "[REALEASE YOURSELVES OF THIS BURDEN]"

Low angle akecheta.

Angle on reeds
Track l.



Prisoners are forced to their knees.

"Oh god it's too late."

Untying her hands.

Over grace to Stubbs. He sees she is...

Grace stands, grabs a torch and strikes a warrior On Stubbs wanting to help but unable to move.

Stubs POV: grace is tackled... But escapes into the reeds. On stubb's relief.

Wide on the beach. Warriors place torches in the 
sand.



Suddenly he is grabbed from behind.

PROFILE STUBBS, READY TO DIE.

REVERSE. AKECHETA APPROACHES, OMINOUSLY.

Stubb's hands are released. Tilt up WITH HIM AS HE 
IS LIFTED to HIS FEET.

"You live only as long as the last person who 
remembers you."

AKECHETA LEANS IN AND WHISPERS.

...EXITS. WHEN STUBS OPENS HIS EYES... ... HE REACTS. THE GHOST NATION HAS DISAPPEARED.



"They're gone! They're gone!"

ON LORI AND CRAIG.

"Wait! Where are you going?"

Push in as LORI CALLS AFTER HIM.

AND EXITS.

STUBBS DISAPPEARS INTO THE REEDS. SLIDE R TO 
BLACK.

"You stay here. ....this is an emergency extraction 
point... help is coming right fucking here."

STUBBS RELEASES CRAIG'S HANDS.



Angle on paria street with bonfire and Catherine 
wheels.

Lead them

Pull back (steadicam) as mib and Lawrence step into 
passageway.

... out through 'gates of hell' Continue to pull back with them

Adjust r as they step into the street. Rise to reveal the destruction. Close on dead paria denizen

MIB steps into mcu



Slide r with mib and Lawrence Pass another stack of bodies

Within the bodies reveal a hidden (living) soldier Continue with Lawrence and mib

Lead mib and Lawrence (steadicam)

"Whoever did this is someone I'm strongly disinclined 
to meet."

Soldiers come out of the shadows behind them Lawrence and mib turn to see them

"I'm beginning to think we should have taken our 
chances with the confederados up north."



Camera moves 180 to clock their reaction

Lawrence reacts

"Who the hell are you supposed to be?"

Continue moving around to reveal a figure.

"I'm afraid you're out of luck, my friend."

Pull back to include mib

"Don't you recognize him, Lawrence? IN a past life, 
you used to be him."

Angle on mysterious figure

"El lazo, I presume."

Push in to him as he raises his head revealing the face 
of el lazo.

Angle through soldiers. Mib steps forward.

"Back when we met -- you were just a mercenary and a 
part time nitro-smuggler looking to help the 
revolution..."

Adjust with mib to el lazo in FG.

"Times have changed."

...while another group of soldiers appear behind 
them



Reverse on to el lazo (dead man seated by table.)

"Indeed they have."

Over el lazo to mib

"You're wrong there, my friend... your revolution is 
just beginning... the man who organized it wants us 
to join forces."

Drop and push in as he sits and pours drink.

"The sins of the invaders cleansed in their blood. The 
revolution... is won.

"What are you doing?"
"You said it yourself... It'll take an army... and here 
they are."

El lazo 

"I don't know you."

Mib steps up to the table. push in to tight 50/50

"No. But I know you... My friend and I just need safe 
passage through the savagelands."

Over mib. Push in to EL lazo

"For my whole life, I have imagined this moment... and 
now at the end I find... nothing."

Complimentary angle to mib. Push in.

"You and I have more in common than ever... you want 
to end it, I can help with that. A real ending. The 
truth."

El lazo pushes body out of the way.

"Santa paria is restored."



"I won't be coming with you. But we can drink to the 
bitter end."

Mib hauls el lazo into shot pressing gun to his 
temple.

Mib suddenly grabs El lazo...

El lazo's men step forward Lawrence reacts

High angle as el lazo's men crowd into a circle 
around the boys.

Mib moves forward (steadicam)
Move 180 to catch mib's line.

"You may have lost your nerve, but I'll take your men, 
either way. Tell them."

Mib's face drops.



Lateral move over the soldiers to mib and E L.

"Tell them to follow me. Now."

Three angles on el lazo's men putting guns to their 
heads.

Push into ECU el lazo.

"Arriba, abajo, a centro, adentro!"

Mib anticipating what's about to happen. Ditto Lawrence. Bang! Busby Berkeley overhead angle: the 
entire group shoot themselves.

El lazo channels ford. Thanks 

"This game is meant for you. But you must play it 
alone,
William."



They all collapse

Ditto Lawrence

CU Mib stunned.

Their pov of two dead soldiers

On Mib and el lazo

"I will see you in the valley beyond."

El lazo grabs mib's gun hand and forces the trigger BanG!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Lateral track over bodies



El lazo falls off camera

...continues....

"No, Lawrence. He doesn't get that honor. I built it. 
The place we're going... is my greatest mistake.

Mib starts down the street. (Steadicam)

"All right. He doesn't want this to be easy for me. 
But we'll find another way."
"Whothe fuck is Robert?...The place of judgement?"

Mib exits leaving Lawrence with bodies. Lawrence chooses to follow.

Mib pissed, empties his gun into el lazo's body.

"Fuck you, Robert."



ECU Dolores.

A shape steps in FG.

"Bring yourself on line, Dolores."

Slide off Dolores to reveal william. Wide on the room. We see the lab is under 
construction. PUsh in as...

William sits. "You really are just a thing. I can't believe I fell in 
love with you."

"Is that what finally did him in? your beloved 
creator."

Pull out

-



"He fell in love with you, then couldn't bear knowing 
the full measure of his own foolishness? It's a hard 
thing to come back from, let me tell you."

Wide lateral track. 

"Everybody. Everybody wants a little of what I found 
here."

"You made me interested in me. Turns out you're not 
even a thing. You're just a reflection. And you know 
who loves staring at their own reflection?"

William circles around Dolores. Camera does the 
same.

"And I can't wait to use you and every one of your kind 
to help give it to them."

"But there's something else beyond that.  I think 
there's an answer here."

"...to a question that no one ever dreamed of asking." Low angle william:

"Do you want to see?"

High angle Dolores.

"You know what saved me from his fate? I realized it 
wasn't about you at all. You didn't make me interested 
in you..."



Sweep over grass

Continue to push in. Dolores and teddy gallop ahead 
in bg, exiting shot.

Wide: Dolores and teddy ride over the plain. Low angle: Dolores and teddy come to a halt.

Push in and boom over them....

Rise to discover line of soldiers. Continue to rise to 
discover craddock at the head of the line.



"That's where they're all wrong. ...It's a weapon."

"If he wants to get to glory he's going to have to 
listen to me."
"Glory?.... they're bound for the same destination."

End wide and ominous.

Boom up to Dolores and teddy.

"Can't imagine the colonel is going to be very happy 
to see his men riding with us..."
"So we'll change his mind."


